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Introduction
I am a senior frontend developer. I mostly work with TypeScript-React applications.
I am passionate about delightful user and developer experiences. I have led teams of
up to eight developers, and apart from coding I also enjoy explaining concepts, like
during presentations or teaching.
I do believe that culture eats strategy for breakfast, and I have a strong preference for
working with a team in-office, rather than remotely.

Professional Experience
Wise (March 2022 –)
– senior frontend developer working with customer support tooling
Prezi (Jan 2015 – March 2022)
– led the team designing and implementing the Prezi Video web app
– led the team designing and implementing web-view based Prezi Video desktop apps
– founded and led the Frontend Workgroup at Prezi
– participated in hiring, led onboarding of junior teammates

Skills
Engineering
– experienced in modern web technologies and toolchains
– product engineer mindset with a strong focus on delightful user experiences
– keen to improve development experience
– passionate about clean and readable code

Leadership
– led teams of varying sizes (3 to 8 engineers)
– experienced in coordinating across functions and missions
– experienced in interviewing, on-boarding, and mentoring
– affinity for teaching and presenting, received praise for clear explanations
Languages
– English (fluent)
– German (intermediate)

Education
Budapest University of Technology and Economics (September 2010 – January 2014)
BSc, Computer Sciences
Eötvös Loránd University (September 2011 – July 2014)
BA, Liberal Arts
University of Karlsruhe, Germany (October 2012 – January 2013)
BSc, Computer Sciences (one-semester scholarship)

Extra Curricular Activities
Teaching and presentations
– taught beginner programming at universities and for Skool
– voted best teacher of the semester at Metropolitan University in 2017
– presented at multiple company-wide conferences and at VS Code Japan 2021
Rubik’s cube
– five-time world champion in blindfolded solving with a total of 15 world records
– currently holding four Hungarian records

